
Since Goodwood we have been concentrating on Andrews’s physio routine as 
the fastest way back to a life something like a normal one. Andrew has been 
practising walking with one ‘quad pod’ stick so that he could carry something in 
the other hand, like a stop watch or cup of tea. At the moment the stop watch 
would be useable at the end of the walk but the cup of tea would either be empty 
or cold. Andrew finds it helps to have targets and objectives and is constantly 
making a comparison between the exercise he is doing and a normal activity 
which he cannot do yet. These often have a motor sport theme such as walking 
in the pits or loading the trailer or getting up motor home steps and he will talk 
about that to our Physiotherapist Hayley, who is now an expert on Motor Sport 
and Formula Junior. He also tends to think about progress in terms of lap times 
and often says ‘record’ or ‘pole position’ but Hayley has a record of times and 
distances, so no cheating is allowed.  
We have also been occupied with trying to get the local swimming pool to 
increase the water temperature so the weekly hydrotherapy sessions can be 
done the way they are supposed to be done, not in a way to avoid submersion in 
order to keep warm.  E Mails to local council and MP have had no effect. The 
large digital temperature signs in reception are not connected to thermometers, 
the staff type in the temperature.  
In March we tested the Elva at Bruntingthorpe and David Watts came along to 
help for which we are thankful as he knows the routine there. It was freezing cold 
and liquid temperatures stayed low but the tyres got warm and Sue got in about 
an hour of driving.  We chatted to a Rolls Royce test driver who had been on the 
circuit at the same time with the latest Bentley Brooklands, which has some 
traces of the styling of the old 1950’s Bentley Continental. An unusual feature 
was the absence of a ‘B’ post. He created lots of tyre smoke out of the corners 
and was getting over 170 mph on the shorter of the 2 circuits. Afterwards he 
drained the tank in the back of its water, which was the weight of 3 passengers. I 
looked in the back at the tank expecting to see water level marks marked 2 
businessmen, 3 entrepreneurs, 1 billionaire and secretary but was disappointed.  
I remember some time ago talking to a Rolls Bentley drive train engineer who 
told me that the first time they wanted to fit an automatic transmission they went 
out and bought an American PowerGlide (or some such name) box and took it to 
bits. Then they copied it but “made a better job”. Unfortunately it didn’t work 
because the Americans had discovered long ago that some tolerances had to be 
sloppy to make it work.  Don’t ask me the name of the engineer because I will 
have forgotten it. However the Bentley we saw there was extremely quick, Sue 
said, watching it sweep past the Elva. However the Elva was quicker out of the 
corners than a Honda Civic R  which says something for power weight ratios.  
We are following the 50th. Anniversary Junior season with interest. The race 
reports from DCPR and Peter Jackson are excellent.  The Snetterton noise limit 
problem we read about made us think and we have a very ugly second silencer 
that piggybacks on the existing one and we used that at Bruntingthorpe and we 
were under their low limit. I do know that with the normal silencer we are under 
118 decibels. We visited Bruntingthorpe again in April and Sue had some driving 
in a Westfield 7 with friend Calum Lockie and Andrew also went round as 
passenger which was his first time on track since September 2005. 



 
We both had an interesting day at Silverstone 
as guest Of Denis Welch. He took us round in 
his big Healey which was an amazing 
experience.  So for the second time that week, 
Andrew got out on track and it definitely invigorated his feet!  Sues feet also 
became warm immediately above the exhaust pipe heated passenger side floor 
and her soles melted.  Are we all now ‘hot shoes’?     
 It was good to be out at Brands the first time in good weather but Andrew 
watched the wet weather racing at the second Brands from the road car with the 
heater on.  We visited a motorcycle breaker and found an aluminium silencer and 
did a bit of cutting and welding.  Snetterton told us it produced 100 decibels.  
Maybe soon we will have to do what Mr. Baretzky of Audi is saying and all have 
silent racing cars.  
 A topic which we are both interested in is the safety of historic racing cars. We 
had a good think about the Elva cockpit and made sure that there was nothing 
there that might act as a fulcrum. We made a steel mounting for the fibreglass 
seat which completely surrounded it at the edge and bonded it in place. Norman 
Thersby suggested that it should also be braced so that no sideways movement 
was possible so we made and glassed in a brace. There is a foam wedge yet to 
be fitted behind the seat to fill the gap in front of the panel which covers the fuel 
tank. We have also slightly changed the harness mounting angles. I was not sure 
about the strength of the mountings which are supplied with the fire extinguisher 
so I made new ones. There was a gap between the roll hoop brackets and the 
rose joint in the top of the backstay which might allow the backstay to move 
slightly sideways so we will correct that. In general we looked around and 
thought about what would happen to all these parts if they had to support a driver 
whose weight was that of a small elephant. (Sue does not think she weighs as 
much as one).  It would be interesting to know if anyone else has views on the 
subject. I was not particularly interested in it before Spa in September 2005.  
We are looking forward to our next outing which is our first time at Rockingham.  


